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by Steven Craig Hickman

-Thomas Ligotti

Dark Phenonmenology and the Daemonic

Thomas Ligotti in his essay  will tell us that “beneath the surface utterances of

setting, incident, and character, there is another voice that may speak of something more than the bare elements of

narrative”.1  He’ll emphasize as well the notion that “emotion, not mind, is the faculty for hearing the secret voice of the

story and apprehending its meaning. Without emotion, neither story nor anything else can convey meaning as such, only

data”.  Stephen Zweig in his study of  in the arts once told us that great art cannot exist without inspiration, and

inspiration derives from an unknown, from a region outside the domain of the waking consciousness. For me, the true

counterpart of the spasmodically exalted writer, divinely presumptuous, carried out of himself by the exuberance of

uncontrolled forces, is the writer who can master these forces, the writer whose mundane will is powerful enough to tame

and to guide the daemonic element that has been instilled into his being. To guide as well as to tame, for daemonic power,

magni cent though it be and the source of creative artistry, is fundamentally aimless, striving only to re-enter the chaos

out of which it sprang.2

Of course, mystery actually requires a measure of the concrete if it is to be perceived at all; otherwise it is only a void, the void. The

thinnest mixture of this mortar, I suppose, is contained in that most basic source of mystery—darkness.

 e Dark Beauty Of Unheard-of Horrors (DB)

daemonism

Isolation, anchoring, distraction, and sublimation are among the wiles we use to keep ourselves from dispelling every illusion that

keeps us up and running. Without this cognitive double-dealing, we would be exposed for what we are. It would be like looking into

a mirror and for a moment seeing the skull inside our skin looking back at us with its sardonic smile. And beneath the skull— only
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-Thomas Ligotti, 

Ligotti makes a point that horror must stay ill-de ned, that the monstrous must menace us from a distance, from the

unknown; a non-knowledge, rather than a knowledge of the natural; it is the unnatural and invisible that a ects us not

something we can reduce to some sociological, psychological, or political formation or representation, which only kills the

mystery – taming it and pigeonholing it into some cultural gatekeeper’s caged obituary. As Ligotti says “This is how it is

when a mysterious force is embodied in a human body, or in any form that is too well xed. And a mystery explained is one

robbed of its power of emotion, dwindling into a parcel of information, a tissue of rules and statistics without meaning in

themselves.” (DB) The domesticated beast is no horror at all.

In the attic of the mind a lunatic family resides, a carnival world of aberrant thoughts and feelings – that, if we did not lock

away in a conspiracy of silence would freeze us in such terror and fright that we would become immobilized unable to

think, feel, or live accept as zombies, mindlessly. So we isolate these demented creatures, keep them at bay. Then we 

ourselves in , accept substitutes, religious mythologies, secular philosophies, and anything else that will help us keep

the monsters at bay. As Ligotti will say, we need our illusions – our metaphysical anchors and dreamscapes “that inebriate

us with a sense of being o cial, authentic, and safe in our beds” (CHR, 31). Yet, when even these metaphysical ploys want

stem the tide of those heinous monsters from within we seek out , entertainment: TV, sports, bars, dancing,

friends, shing, scuba diving, boating, car racing, horse riding… almost anything that will keep our mind empty of its dark

secret, that will allow it to escape the burden of emotion – of fear, if even for a night or an afternoon of sheer mindless bliss.

And, last, but not least, we seek out culture,  – art, theatre, festivals, carnivals, painting, writing, books… we seek

to let it all out, let it enter into that sphere of the tragic or comic, that realm where we can exorcize it, display it, pin it to the

wall for all to see our fears and terrors on display not as they are but as we lift them up into art, shape them to our

nightmare visions or dreamscapes of desire. As Ligotti tells it, we read literature or watch a painting, go to a theatre, etc.:

(CHR, 32)

So we seek to cover it over, isolate it, anchor ourselves in some fantastic illusion of belief, and distract ourselves with Big

Brother episodes or Kardashian hijinks, else read or watch tragic portrayals of the horror as a way to purge the e ects of

these dark emotions that we just cannot cope with. All to no avail. For in the end they will not stay locked up in the attic, but

begin to haunt us, begin to nd ways to make their presence known, to escape their dark dungeons and enter our lives in

surprising and unexpected ways till in the end we discover we are overwhelmed by their dark necessity. Even Ligotti admits

that after all his own short narratives, his art, his horrors are little more than escapes from the  – merely providing an

“escape from our suffering by a bogus simulation of it”. (CHR, 32)

In the work of William James I came across a peculiar passage in :

blackness, nothing.

The Conspiracy against the Human Race: A Contrivance of Horror

anchor

artifice

distraction

sublimation

In so many words, these thinkers and artistic types confect products that provide an escape from our suffering by a bogus

simulation of it— a tragic drama or philosophical woolgathering… to showcase how a literary or philosophical composition cannot

perturb its creator or anyone else with the severity of true-to-life horrors but only provide a pale representation of these horrors,

just as a King Lear’s weeping for his dead daughter Cordelia cannot rend its audience with the throes of the real thing. 

ennui

The Sentiment of Reason

A nameless unheimlichkeit comes over us at the thought of there being nothing eternal in our final purposes, in the objects of those

loves and aspirations which are our deepest energies. The monstrously lopsided equation of the universe and its knower, which we

postulate as the ideal of cognition, is perfectly paralleled by the no less lopsided equation of the universe and the doer. We demand

in it a character for which our emotions and active propensities shall be a match. Small as we are, minute as is the point by which

the cosmos impinges upon each one of us, each one desires to feel that his reaction at that point is congruous with the demands of

the vast whole,—that he balances the latter, so to speak, and is able to do what it expects of him. But as his abilities to do lie wholly

in the line of his natural propensities; as he enjoys reacting with such emotions as fortitude, hope, rapture, admiration,
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Isn’t this exactly what the  tale purports to do? To leave us disquieted and discontent, to leave us craving for more or

for an extreme resolution to our desire; yet, knowing full well, and ahead of time, that there can be no resolution; not in this

life, nor in the annihilation of our physical life into ashes and oblivion? The point of the weird tale is to disturb us rather

than to allow us to continue to sleep in our safe little box of security, to awaken us from our lethargic immersion in the

human symbolic order; this realm within which we so comely allow ourselves to be lulled and enclosed, a realm of collective

delusion in a global society and civilization that our mainstream protectorates or mediautarcracy or elite cultural

pundits term “reality”? This sense of  and  from our everyday lives, as if the world were ‘out-of-joint’

and everyone around us had taken on an almost puppet like existence, an uncanny vision of a world where humans were bit

players in a cosmic horror show of which no one is aware. And, most uncanny of all, that even though you’ve become aware

of such a hideous duplicity in the order of the world you are not sure whether it is real or unreal, whether you are sane or

insane. And, as you wander through your daily existence everything becomes more spectral, more ghost-like as if reality

were giving way to another world, as if the protection zones that defended you from knowing too much, of feeling too

much, were coming down and this other order of existence were invading your life, your mind, and the natural world

around you in subtle ways that you could not directly perceive with your senses – but, could only feel with your uncanny

sense, your emotions and affective relations.

-Thomas Ligotti, 

Horror acts like a sigil, a diagram that invokes the powers within the darkness to arise, to unfold their mystery, to explain

themselves; and, if not explain then at least to invade our equilibrium, our staid and comfortable world with their rage,

their torment, their corruption. The best literary horror or weird tales never describe in detail the mystery, rather they

invoke by hyperstitional invention: calling forth the forces out of darkness and the abstract, and allowing them to co-habit

for a time the shared space – the vicarious bubble or interzone between the reader and narrative, both together weaving or

unweaving a form or inform – a new terror, or  zone of corruptions and horror, wherein the force of reader and the force of

the hidden powers within the interstices of the narrative meld and form if not a chimerical being, then a fugitive and

mutant thought and voice; a voice at once daemonic and full of that hellish wisdom of the Abyss.

Speaking of Lovecraft’s tale of the musician Eric Zann Ligotti says: “What brought this man ‘who signed his name as Erich

Zann’—as if he had another name, or perhaps none—to that rundown boarding house in the Rue d’Auseil? What caused him

to remain on that twisted street? Above all, what is it about the blackness and its ‘shocking music’ that so possesses him?”

(DB) As he suggests “Zann and the Rue d’Auseil were, at the very least, sympathetic entities, a district unto themselves—and

when he disappeared into the blackness he seems to have taken the street, which was as old and misshapen as he, along

with him”. (DB)  Sympathetic entities: this seeming collusion or corruption of the one by the other, an almost magnetic

appeal or mesmerizing association between the two forms of horror shaped by each others desires, known by each others

dark daemonic splendors. As if the place, the music, and the players were all part of some larger entity, some darker and

more abysmal majesty of inexistence.

In fact it is not the natural light, the street, the music in itself, but rather as Ligotti tells us “in the blackness the mystery

must remain, nameless and unknown, leaving only the memory of a certain haunting music to suggest, as subtly as possible,

its meaning. It is the abstract, elusive form of supernatural horror in this story that may account for its enduring

enchantment for certain readers.” (DB) The ancients believed that to name something, to name a god was to control its

power. For Ligotti the magic and mystery of the elusive darkness must remain unnamed, neither reduced to our scienti c

earnestness, and the like; and as he very unwillingly reacts with fear, disgust, despair, or doubt,—a philosophy which should only

legitimate emotions of the latter sort would be sure to leave the mind a prey to discontent and craving.

weird

estrangement alienation

It seemed to him that the old mysteries had been made for another universe, and not the one he came to know. Yet there was no

doubt that they had once deeply impressed him.

The Order of Illusion



or sociological categories and tropes or brought into the domesticated circle of rational logics; no, instead the unnatural

must only be accessed indirectly, lured and allured out of its dark lair, tempted only by spectral events, shades and nuances

of the actual, a movement only from the a ective regions of the silence. Against the old Gnostic adagio of “To know and be

known,” this is rather the indirect path: the way of “a ecting even as you are a ected”. This is the way of non-knowledge

rather than knowledge.

-H.P Lovecraft, 

He’ll remark that for Lovecraft is “the early, almost premature expression of his ideal as a writer:

the use of maximum suggestion and minimal explanation to evoke a sense of supernatural terrors and wonders” (DB).

Evocation: calling forth the darkness from the abyss, letting it invade the circle of magick, like a sigil or diagram of force

that flames forth as the secret life of the mysterious entity awakens. Again the :

 (DB)

A song without words, nameless, cosmic in scope; a song of cosmic catastrophe, at once alluring and tempting you into the

place of terror, the circle of evil. He comments on closing that in the Music of Erich Zann, Lovecraft “captured at least a

fragment of the desired object and delivered it to his readers” (DB). Should we say that rather than capture, that he allowed

the voice within the narrative to indirectly access the reader’s mind, allowing it to form itself as an entity, an elemental

power, a hyperstitional inexistent at once real and full of terror.

Ligotti speaks of darkness as being both the minimal and the base line for that mystery we term the weird tale. At the edge

of things, on the borderlands between phenomena and the noumenon lies this thin red line of darkness that wavers in the

cold light of intellect and imagination, that allows us to peer into that subtle realm of spectral being where the monstrous

and grotesque, the beautiful and the sublime terrors below the threshold of our daylight worlds glow in the nightmare

realms of in nite mystery. As Ligotti tells us the “dark, indeed, phenomenon possessing the maximum of mystery, the one

most resistant to the taming of the mind and most resonant with emotions and meanings of a highly complex and subtle

type. It is also extremely abstract as a provenance for supernatural horror, an elusive prodigy whose potential for fear may

slip through a writer’s fingers and right past even a sensitive reader of terror tales.” (TLR)

The Dark Aesthetics of Fear

-Thomas Ligotti, 

David Roden in a theoretical entry into dark phenomenology has a nice post – 

 – on aesthetics which relates that “dark phenomena are that provide no or only an

insu cient yardstick for their description. We have them, we talk about them, inordinately even; but having does not allow

…despite all I have done, it remains an humiliating fact that I cannot find the house, the street, or even the locality, where, during

the last months of my impoverished life as a student of metaphysics at the university, I heard the music of Erich Zann.

The Music of Eric Zann

 e Music of Erich Zann 

voice

In the earlier story as much as the later one, that secret voice beneath the narrative speaks strongly and stridently, imparting its

meaning through feelings rather than facts, singing a song without words on the theme of the nameless horror and strangeness of

the universe, that cosmic neighborhood where everything that is, is terrifyingly wrong… and at the same time alluring, a place of

charming evil.

Everywhere things are effacing or disguising their existence, seeking a mask of shadows or a veil of pale light wavering across their

disfigured surfaces. But their struggle for obscurity nonetheless remains only a matter of form—an invasion of vitality still

threatens the ruins of certain cities.

The Mocking Mystery

Note on aesthetics and dark
phenomenology experienced a ects

http://enemyindustry.net/blog/?p=5980


us describe them adequately or even recognise them over time. A microtonal di erence between pitches might qualify.

We feel a di erence and report it; but we are unable to carry that di erence with us in memory. We might be haunted by a

euphoria that we can never recover, or a crushing terror we cannot articulate. At issue in the earlier discussion, was a

tension (in my case “hesitation”) between a thin reading of darkness  as a purely epistemological category and a “thick”

reading that interprets the dark side of experience as basic, eluding theoretical reason in principle.” (see: David

Roden: Note on aesthetics and dark phenomenology )

This notion of the tension between the epistemic and ontic in returns me to Nick Land’s short work 

in which the narrator tells us that what we fear, what terrorizes us is not the 

the known and de nable, but rather the unseen and unknown, even “shapeless threat, ‘Outside’ only in the abstract sense

(encompassing the negative immensity of everything that we cannot grasp). It could be anywhere, from our genes or

ecological dynamics, to the hidden laws of technological evolution, or the hostile vastnesses between the stars. We know

only that, in strict proportion to the vitality of the cosmos, the probability of its existence advances towards inevitability,

and that for us it means supreme ill. Ontological density without identifiable form is abstract horror itself.”4

Let us repeat that:  Which aligns well with Roden’s added

statement on the ‘dark’ in dark phenomenology: “Their darkness holds in principle. On this account no matter how much

our scienti c knowledge improves, their relationship to brains’ computational and functional properties will remain

speculative at best. While this claim might be true, it can’t be justi ed without claiming the kind of intuitive information

regarding phenomenal natures that the dark phenomenology hypothesis precludes. Indeed, the position borders on the

self-vitiating. If we don’t know what X is, then we’re on weak ground if we insist in going on to make irreducibility or

ineliminability claims about it: we don’t know that a neurophenomenology of the dark is impossible just because a certain

kind of phenomenology is.  So, despite its aura, the dark phenomenology hypothesis is not conducive to wide angle

metaphysical theorizing.” (ibid.) In other words its grounded in scienti c naturalism that knows there is a tension

between a thin epistemological interpretation of Dark Phenomena – experiences that furnish no tacit yardstick for their

description – and that I hesitate to term “ontological”, since its presuppositions seem more di cult to

articulate than the naturalist side. (here)

Abstract Horror and Horror Literature

-Thomas Ligotti, 

Reading a recent essay by my friend Cengiz Erdem

 we come across this: A thought thinking itself is thinking nothing other than

nothing. It thinks itself as its own object, which means that it thinks nothing as something. This circular thought we

designate as the thought of nihilism. It is this thought thinking itself as the thought of nihilism which we name post-

nihilism. As Land in his  remarks,

 (here)

In Ligotti reminds us that the monstrous and grotesque, the

abstract horror Phyl-

Undhu: Abstract Horror, Exterminator seen

– 

Ontological density without identi able form is abstract horror itself.

 a weird reading 

Preceding revivification there may be a sudden darkness which embraces the dead city, and within the darkness great flashes of

light create the appearance that things are in motion. There may only be a frail mist which drifts among the ruins and slithers into

their every fracture. Or there may be nothing at all, or nothing that may be witnessed.

The Mocking Mystery 

 Postnihilistic Speculations on at Which Is Not: A ought-World
According to an Ontology of Non-Being

Manifesto for an Abstract Literature

Disintegration inspires a thousand manifestoes, as our age confirms. Here is another. It would be a manifesto in defense of nothing,

if nothing needed – or even tolerated – defending. With its solicitude mocked by alien voids, it can only attack something –

anything (everything).

The Conspiracy against the Human Race: A Contrivance of Horror 
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mangled and obscene, the creatures that inhabit the nightlands of our worst nightmares – bloodthirsty vampires and

ravenous zombies, the undead and spectral, the wyrd and fatal creatures of imaginal and real seeming – those barely

perceptible and invisible ghostly beings that arise from our fears and terrors “inspire a subjective sense of the uncanny in

those who perceive them because they divulge the “dark knowledge” that human beings are also things made as they are

made and may be remade because they are only clockwork processes, mechanisms, rather than immutable beings

unchanging at their heart”.5

This sense that the human is not a xed category, that it is mutable – a mutant and fugitive being that can transgress its

limits, its nitude scares the piss out of conservatives and traditionalists  alike who would hold onto the Judeo-Christian

humanist world view that has always seen man as the exception – as the Child of God, etc. who was made a “little lower

than Angels” only to be in some eternity of imaginal in nity a ruler of Angels with Christ in some paradisial Kingdom of

Heaven. Such are the dreams of religion. But in our time of the demythologization and attening the human there is no

longer any separation from the stark fact of our ‘animality,’ and the fact of being reduced in this fashion by the natural

sciences disturbs those who would continue to dominate the minds of humanity. They’ll point to our intellect and

communicative powers, our linguistic and cultural glories: the ability to enter into relation with  and  that has

allowed humans to surpass and transcend their natural place in the .6

-H.P. Lovecraft, 

Yet, as Lovecraft in one of his famous stories – “Call of Cthulhu” once suggested, the “sciences, each straining in its own

direction, have hitherto harmed us little; but some day the piecing together of dissociated knowledge will open up such

terrifying vistas of reality, and of our frightful position therein, that we shall either go mad from the revelation or ee from

the deadly light into the peace and safety of a new dark age.” Here is the nub for Ligotti, the dividing line of those who

continue to sleep in the illusory safety net of their cultural delusions:

(CHR, 193)

Many will remember  the Anglo-American poet T. S. Eliot once suggested that “humankind cannot bear too much reality”. 

In an interview Nick Land once remarked that “what is concealed (the Occult) is an alien order of time, which betrays itself

through ‘coincidences’, ‘synchronicities’ and similar indications of an intelligent arrangement of fate. An example is the

cabbalistic pattern occulted in ordinary languages – a pattern that cannot emerge without eroding itself, since the

generalized (human) understanding and deliberated usage of letter-clusters as numerical units would shut down the

channel of ‘coincidence’ (alien information). It is only because people use words without numerizing them, that they remain

open as conduits for something else. To dissolve the screen that hides such things (and by hiding them, enables them to

continue), is to fuse with the source of the signal and liquidate the world.” This ties back in with Ligotti’s sense that below

the polyphonic surface, the glitter images of phenomenality, the brokered work-a-day world of glamourous beauty of life in

a hidden lair – that is only accessible through the secret sharer – the daemon’s voice within us that arises from those

emotive twins fear and terror of the unknown. It’s this voicing of abstract horror of which Land speaks in § 108 --

techne technics

Order of Things

“In his house at R’lyeh dead Cthulhu waits dreaming.”

The Call of Cthulhu

This is Lovecraft’s atmosphere — that of a world in which the which the “frightful position” he has placed all human existence

could lead to universal madness or extinction at a moment’s notice. Through this atmosphere, Lovecraft gives consistency to an

imagined world where there is greatness in knowing too much of the horror of a planet in the shadow of Cthulhu and all that this

implies about our existence. As for those people who still go about their ordinary, average business complacently enjoying the skies

of spring and the flowers of summer, innocently unaware of the monstrosities with which they coexist— they are children. They

have no idea that there is nothing worth living for in Lovecraft’s world. 

The object of abstract literature is integral obscurity. It seeks only to make an object of the unknown, as the unknown. Cryptropic

nature captivates it (Φύσις κρύπτεσθαι φιλεῖ). Whatever might imaginably be shown is something else, but then so – if not

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Techne
http://merliquify.com/blog/articles/hyperstition-an-introduction/#.Vp5xceT2ZOQ
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“Beyond humanity, another phenomenology persists,” Dylan Trigg tells us.8 Far from being the vehicle of a solely human

voice, there is a darker phenomenology that can attend to a realm outside of humanity. Indeed, one can surmise a model of

phenomenology that is not only capable of speaking on behalf of the nonhuman realms, but is especially suited to this study

of alien ecologies: zones of darkness and the abstract. We will term phenomenology’s speci c mode of accounting for the

nonhuman realm, the . Another thinker Richard Grusin in  remarks that the “nonhuman turn

more generally, is engaged in decentering the human in favor of a turn toward and concern for the nonhuman, understood

variously in terms of animals, a ectivity, bodies, organic and geophysical systems, materiality, or technologies”.9 There’s a

sense that in Ligotti as in Lovecraft that the monstrous perspective of abstract horror presents the ultimate challenge to

anthropomorphism. It’s this decentering of the humanist and Judeo-Christian heritage locked in its fantasy of Man as the

exception in the grand scheme of things, as the being created by God – a “little lower than the angels, only to ultimately rule

over them” (KJB) I spoke of earlier. In Kant’s time Enlightenment Reason was the central motif of the human, the light that

guided thought and politics, that brought emancipation and the sciences, gave us the truth of the universe of things, etc.

Some call this era the “great disenchantment”. Nietzsche’s “Death of God” or the nihilist liberation of the universe from its

signi cations and meanings. An age when the universe lost its human meaning and regained its own truth: the truth of

meaninglessness, impersonalism, and indi erence to human wants or needs. The universe was devoid of human meaning

or gods and would hence forth be ruled by the mastery and power of Reason alone.

The Glamour of the Unhuman

-Thomas Ligotti, 

Against this humanistic world of thought and culture is the notion of the . With the unhuman, something comes

back to haunt the human without it being fully integrated into humanity. In this respect, the unhuman is closely tied up

with notions of alienation, anonymity, and the unconscious. The distinction of the unhuman is that it does not negate

humanity, even though in experiential terms it may be felt as a force of opposition. As we will see, it is precisely through the

inclusion of the human that the nonhuman element becomes visible. This does not mean falling back into

anthropomorphism. Rather, it means letting the unhumanity of the human speak for itself. (TT, 9) Yet, all this theory of

entering into some unhuman perspective is just that . As Ligotti will suggest,

(CHR, pp. 28-29)

The key here is the Human Security System: survival and reproductive cycle shut down – all those “defense mechanisms”

both within and in culture that protect us from  truth: we are expendable, we are not exceptions, we are elemental

beings of dust and stars; dead stars eons ago gave birth the void we are. It’s as if Life gave us  for a reason – and, by

that I mean consciousness lters out everything but the illusory aspects of reality it needs to survive and replenish the

species: hunger and sex drive the illusions of humanity and also lock us within our own self-deluded circumference of

safety. And, yet, there are times-between-time, transitional zones in-between one symbolic order and another when

exactly equally – is anything that remains simply apart. Those who dedicate themselves to this dubious cause can be nothing but a

surface effect of The Thing.

unhuman The Nonhuman Turn

The source of this resurrection-to-come may remain unknown, its purposes secreted in the remotest parts of the creation. Yet no

force ever withstands the way of this mysterious maker of new worlds, just as no world is ever allowed to endure in its greatness.

The Mocking Mystery

 Unhuman

theory

Nonhuman occupants of this planet are unaware of death. But we are susceptible to startling and dreadful thoughts, and we need

some fabulous illusions to take our minds off them. For us, then, life is a confidence trick we must run on ourselves, hoping we do

not catch on to any monkey business that would leave us stripped of our defense mechanisms and standing stark naked before the

silent, staring void. To end this self-deception, to free our species of the paradoxical imperative to be and not to be conscious, our

backs breaking by degrees upon a wheel of lies, we must cease reproducing. 

too much

blindness



everything goes topsy-turvy, when chaos rather than order takes the upper hand and the great lters internal to the brain,

and to culture break down and the daemonic force of the natural and unhuman, the unhomely or uncanny break out into

the world at large, into the great outdoors and cause utter havoc. This is one of those moments.

Freud, The Uncanny, and the Human Security Regime

-Thomas Ligotti, 

Freud would teach us that a person tropes in order to tell a many-colored rather than white lies to herself. In fact Freud

would go one further and say that literary and imaginative literature, poetry, and all those cultural artifacts from

advertising to the neon-signs in a bar utilize our desires, tap into our hidden fantasy life or – as he’d term it “defense

mechanisms” in order to ward o  unpleasant truths concerning danger within us hiding the dark and murderous core of

what Freud troped as the “id”.

Sade in his grotesque and erotic  asks: “What is man? and what di erence is there between him and other

plants, between him and all the other animals of the world? None, obviously.” This is a classically Dionysian view of man’s

immersion in organic nature. Judeo-Christianity elevates man above nature, but Sade, like Darwin, assigns him to the

animal kingdom, subject to natural force. Vegetable too: man is soulless, “an absolutely material plant.” And mineral:

Juliette says, “Man is in no wise Nature’s dependent; he is not even her child; he is her froth, her precipitated residue.”

Rousseau’s mother nature is Christian Madonna, lovingly enfolding her infant son. Sade’s mother nature is pagan cannibal,

her dragon jaws dripping sperm and spittle.9

Both of these are human fabricated and encoded fantasies, if you will; defense mechanisms that hide the darkness

from within in the phenomenal imagery of the Outside. We belong to the tribe of fabricators, illusionists, makers of false

worlds and dreamers of eternity. Yet, in the end our lies are just that: lies against time’s dark curvature, the sense of 

– the amorphous feeling that we have done this before, that we are living through the steps of an eternal cycle that we have

repeated over and over and over again from eternity to eternity. That we are not ourselves but rather patterns in a cosmic

game of repetition without outlet. Is this not the dark truth we hide from ourselves? Are we mere dust motes in a cosmic

funhouse?  Are the hideous faces in the House of Mirrors none other than the distorted image of our real selves staring back

at us? And the moment we walk up and seek a clearer image of what lies behind those distorted eyes we discover a darker

truth: the Void. The nothingness we are and are not.

-Thomas Ligotti, 

Abstract horror and the uncanny deal in these ambiguous and troubling a ects, the uncertainties and hesitations that keep

us hover between the real and unreal, sane and insane. Themes such as invisibility, transformation (mutation,

metamorphosis), dualism (doppelgangers, doubles), and all those moral or amoral of good and evil, or good and bad. Out of

these are generated the leitmotifs of ghosts, shadows, vampires, werewolves, doubles, partial selves, re ection (mirrored

multiplicities and multiplications), enclosures, monsters, beasts, cannibals, and all those tentacle alien incursions or those

…mystery itself remains guarded, its life sealed far away from its creation. And in a world that seems to possess a life of its own,

figures parade in a state of terror which is immortal, unchanging, and which endures, through all the phases of a fateful ordeal, as

their only inviolable birthright.

The Mocking Mystery

danse macabre

 tropes 

déjà vu

There is a sound in my new language for that transitory time of day just before the dark hours. The sound clusters together curious

shades of meaning and shadowy impressions, none of which belong to my former conception of an abstract paradise: the true

garden of unearthly delights.

The Lost Art of Twilight



strange and insidious puppets or automatons. This is the realm of the inde nable and abstract where transgressive

impulses from within overpower the world towards incest, necrophilia, androgyny, insanity, paranoia, recidivism,

narcissism and ‘abnormal’ psychological states as convention tropes under hallucinations, dreams, nightmares that

breakdown the distinction between animal, vegetable and mineral and blur them within the witches’ brew of fantastic or

horri c alchemy  in an attempt to ‘normalize’ the perceptive and a ective relations that otherwise would undermine our

ability to cope and exist within a social world among other humans.

Lovecraft in his now much repeated statement in  reminds us that the “oldest and

strongest emotion of mankind is fear, and the oldest and strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown. These facts few

psychologists will dispute, and their admitted truth must establish for all time the genuineness and dignity of the weirdly

horrible tale as a literary form.”10 He would go on in the next paragraph to state a much more powerful view (and I quote in

full):

 (ASH, KL 334)

This sense of something undefinable, abstract and not a part of the everyday work world of newspapers, politics, or habitual

conversation is accessible, not to the vast majority but to a speci c subset of the population who seem more adept and

sensitive to the dark transports just beyond the range of normalized and socialized (“rationalization, reform, Freudian

analysis”) mediations that always seems to weave itself through those deep seated yearnings of “religious feeling” that

Lovecraft – as a materialist, registers as part of our evolutionary heritage.

Freud in will first address the notion of the uncanny and daemonic, saying:

(Freud 1919h, 238)

Ligotti in a discussion of supernatural horror and the “uncanny” will tell us that both terms refer to seemingly animate

forms that are not what they seem, as with the undead— monstrosities of paradox, things that are neither one thing nor

another, or, more uncannily, and more horri cally supernatural, things that are discovered to be two things at once.

Whether or not there really are manifestations of the supernatural, they are horrifying to us in concept, since we think

ourselves to be living in a natural world, which may be a festival of massacres but only in a physical rather than a

metaphysical purport. This is why we routinely equate the supernatural with horror. And a puppet possessed of life would

exemplify just such a horror, because it would negate all conceptions of a natural physicalism and a rm a metaphysics of

e Supernatural Horror in Literature

The appeal of the spectrally macabre is generally narrow because it demands from the reader a certain degree of imagination and a

capacity for detachment from every-day life. Relatively few are free enough from the spell of the daily routine to respond to

rappings from outside, and tales of ordinary feelings and events, or of common sentimental distortions of such feelings and events,

will always take first place in the taste of the majority; rightly, perhaps, since of course these ordinary matters make up the greater

part of human experience. But the sensitive are always with us, and sometimes a curious streak of fancy invades an obscure corner

of the very hardest head; so that no amount of rationalisation, reform, or Freudian analysis can quite annul the thrill of the

chimney-corner whisper or the lonely wood. There is here involved a psychological pattern or tradition as real and as deeply

grounded in mental experience as any other pattern or tradition of mankind; coeval with the religious feeling and closely related to

many aspects of it, and too much a part of our inmost biological heritage to lose keen potency over a very important, though not

numerically great, minority of our species.

Beyond the Pleasure Principle 

How exactly we can trace back to the infantile psychology the uncanny effect of such similar recurrences is a question that I can

only touch on in these pages; and I must refer the reader instead to another work, already completed, in which this has been gone

into in detail, but in a different connection. For it is possible to recognize the dominance in the unconscious of a “compulsion to

repeat,” proceeding from the instinctual impulses and probably inherent in the very nature of the instincts—a compulsion

powerful enough to overrule the pleasure principle, lending to certain aspects of the mind their daemonic character, and still very

clearly expressed in the impulses of small children; a compulsion, too, which is responsible for a part of the course taken by the

analyses of neurotic patients. All these considerations prepare us for the notion that whatever reminds of this inner “compulsion to

repeat” is perceived as uncanny. 



chaos and nightmare. It would still be a puppet, but it would be a puppet with a mind and a will, a human puppet— a

paradox more disruptive of sanity than the undead. But that is not how they would see it. Human puppets could not

conceive of themselves as being puppets at all, not when they are xed with a consciousness that excites in them the

unshakable sense of being singled out from all other objects in creation. Once you begin to feel you are making a go of it on

your own— that you are making moves and thinking thoughts which seem to have originated within you— it is not possible

for you to believe you are anything but your own master. (CHR, 17)

It’s this uncanny suspicion that we are not masters of our own house which produces the uncanny e ect and a ect of fear

and terror that those objective literary and artistic ( lm or painting) works help guide us through the nightmare inscapes of

our own broken lives. As Ligotti puts it as “conscious beings, we must hold back that divulgement lest it break us with a

sense of being things without signi cance or foundation, anatomies shackled to a landscape of unintelligible horrors. In

plain language, we cannot live except as self-deceivers who must lie to ourselves about ourselves, as well as about our

unwinnable situation in this world.” (CHR, 42) So that we build and construct defenses against our own truths, our own

daemonism, our own inherent unhumanity. The concept of the human is that fantasy that defends us against our own

daemonic monstrosity.

In fact as he’ll suggest it is in the experience of the uncanny, a feeling of wrongness. A violation has transpired that alarms

our internal authority regarding how something is supposed to happen or exist or behave. An o ense against our world-

conception or self-conception has been committed. Of course, our internal authority may itself be in the wrong, perhaps

because it is a fabrication of consciousness based on a body of laws that are written only within us and not a detector of

what is right or wrong in any real sense, since nothing really is right or wrong in any real sense. (CHR, pp. 85-86)

The Daemonic Loosed Upon the World

-W.B. Yeats,

One could say that in our time the daemonic has escaped into the world, that the cultural and social defense systems that

have been operative for twenty centuries are broken and that what we are seeing is the cages of the inner life of humanity

manifest in the streets. The abstract horror and the fantasy life of man are no longer restricted to our tales but are

rather on display blatantly in the murderous actions of our daemonized  and authoritarian world order. From the dark and

murderous fears of police that drive them to kill young black males, to the dronological war machines that deliver payload

after payload of death in the Middle-East, to the terror in the streets of American and European and Asian cities at the

hands of militant ISIS followers we are seeing played out in real time the dark phenomenological worlds of the weird and

fatal themes of abstract horror. Life has become a Weird Tale, and we the bit players in a darkening and murderous end

game of which we are only dimly aware; and, that in our daily nightmares we are the unknowing agents of chaos and

disorder, and this is an age of destructive carnival and sacri cial war; a time when Reality TV has become Nightmare TV

and the world at large is a festival of cruelty and pain, of excess and transgressive aggression rather than a safe haven

against the madness.

For Ligotti the subjective reaction to the seemingly objective stimulus of the uncanny is the gaining of “dark knowledge”

about the workings of individuals, including the onlooker of the epileptic in the midst of a seizure. More expansively stated,

The darkness drops again but now I know

That twenty centuries of stony sleep

Were vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle,

And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,

Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?

 The Second Coming



not only is the epileptic perceived as uncanny by the onlooker (unless the onlooker is a physician who understands epileptic

seizures by the lights of modern medicine and not according to a “traditional view”) but the onlooker also perceives himself

as uncanny because he has been made conscious of the mechanical nature of all human bodies and, by extrapolation, of the

fact that “mechanical processes are taking place in that which he was previously used to regarding as a uni ed psyche.”

(CHR, 89) This sense that the corruption works both ways, upon the victim and the perpetrator; that the world is now

topsy-turvy and that the uncanny boundaries between victim and perpetrator are reversible and hazy, and not always

obvious is due to that subtle knowledge that each culture is circumscribed within its own black box of conceptuality. By that

I mean by that that as Eduardo Viveiros de Castro in his Cannibal Metaphysics argues the case that Amazonian and other

Amerindian groups inhabit a radically di erent conceptual universe than ours—in which nature and culture, human and

nonhuman, subject and object are conceived in terms that reverse our own—he presents the case for anthropology as the

study of such “other” metaphysical schemes, and as the corresponding critique of the concepts imposed on them by the

human sciences.

Dark fantastic ction and weird tales are just such an exploration. It allows us to investigate the delusions within one’s own

culture, to trace down the deliriums and phobias, the nightmares and aberrations that have guided our collective madness

for centuries. The notion of insects seems to be a prime example of a nightmare scenario that one nds hidden in the lair of

the monstrous within Western Civilization and Culture. One can harken back to ancient myths, dreams, fears, terrors of

rats, insects, serpents, etc.; deep seated worlds of disgust that have shaped our religious and secular views of life, medicine,

politics, and moral views.

We can see it around us in our daily lives, the madness and insanity of Brexit, the campaigns of Hillary and Trump, the

Turkish disposal of hundreds of thousands of citizens from government jobs at the hands of a dictator’s paranoiac fears and

terrors, the pain in ected in Africa, India, Pakistan, Afghanistan and many other nations of class and caste warfare, of

the mass deaths of those in the LGBTQ community at the hands of militant religious fanatics… one could go on and on.

We’re in that position of moving either way: 1) literalizing our fantasies: building walls and barbed-wire fences against

invading hordes of refugees, migrants, etc.; or, 2) of seeing through them, seeing the aesthetic and defensive use of art and

social mechanisms to defend ourselves from the onslaught of our own daemonic nihilism and drives: our fears and terrors.

As Ligotti reminds us artistic invocations of horror are most successful when the phenomena they depict call up the

uncanny, which, unlike Jentsch’s example of seeing someone having an epileptic seizure, are genuinely threatening both

from the outside and from within. This species of horror can only be provoked when the supernatural is conjoined with the

uncanny, because not even physicians and neuroscientists can be comfortable with supernaturalism, either by the lights of

modern medicine or by any other lights. Bloodthirsty vampires and ravenous zombies are prime examples in this context,

because their intrinsic supernaturalism as the undead makes them objectively uncanny things that generate subjectively

uncanny sensations. They are uncanny in themselves because they once were human but have undergone a terrible rebirth

and become mechanisms with a single function— to survive for survival’s sake. (CHR, 90)

There is the possibility that the very unhuman and impersonal forces of the universe not only are indi erent to our needs

and desires, but that the very order itself in its blind fury and endless abyss of appetite is even now moving toward that

doom which shall be our oblivion and utter annihilation. There are no safety nets in this impersonal and indi erent zone of

mindless churning. We’ve tempted ourselves to believe otherwise, to create fantastic worlds of culture and

civilization within which to hide ourselves from the truth of things as they are … Now will come the next wave of

intelligence, the possibility of our replacement, of a machinic civilization constructed out of the ruins of the human – a

totally other mode of being and thinking outside the human altogether. For some this is a horror, for others a pleasant and

welcome ending to the beast who would not die or change: human civilization that produced such greatness and also mass

death, corruption and degradation will come to an end; extinction and oblivion in the backwaters of the night and the

silence, the darkness. Do we even have a choice in the matter? I doubt it. As Frank Ruda in a charming work on fatalism

suggests,

as they are

https://www.amazon.com/Cannibal-Metaphysics-Univocal-Eduardo-Viveiros/dp/1937561216/ref=sr_1_fkmr1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1474321956&sr=1-1-fkmr1&keywords=speculative+philosophy+cannibals
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Maybe that should be our nonplussed reaction to the universal horror of an indi erent and impersonal universe in which

the care and feeding of humans is a joke or at best something that is not built into the very structure of existence. A comic

fatalism that seeks in horror literature nothing more than – as Ligotti once said in an interview, “pure entertainment”. As

he’d say in another work: “To entertain ourselves for a spell, let us proclaim that were it not for tragedy the human race

would have gone extinct long ago. It keeps us on our toes and pushes us toward the future in a paradoxical search to purge

the tragic from our lives.” (CHR, 163)  He’d go on to say,

(CHR, 163)

In our time we’ve forgotten this fact, and forgotten the art laughter, to see the world through the lens of art or horror

literature and know that this, too, is illusion: the aesthetic call to our emotions, to our fears and our terrors that allows that

purge, that release that only great art can supply. Rather in our time we’ve all become literalists of the imagination, so that

apocalypse rather than a pleasant channeling of our fears has become  an actual possibility and real manifestation in the

world around us in wars, famines, racism, hatred, murder, mayhem… The problem we face is that we’ve targeted the

external world of actual people and deemed them disposable as if they are the ravenous zombies and vampires of our

contemporary globalist madness. We’ve turned the inside out, reversed what once existed within into a projected nightmare

scenario and living hell in the real world not as fantasy but as daemonic threat and doom upon ourselves and others.

Talking of contemporary horror lms Ligotti remarks that the characters in these lms “cannot be sure who is a “thing”

and who is not, since those who are transmuted retain their former appearance, memories, and behaviors even after they

have become, in their essence, uncanny monstrosities from another world.” (CHR, 92) This sense that we’ve allowed the

immigrants (US) and refugees (US and EU) to enter into and become a part of the social body of our nations leads to this

sense of the uncanny uncertainty that one cannot be sure who is the “thing” – is it us or them: a paranoiac nightmare world

of ravening lunacy, indeed. Because our categories of normal/abnormal have broken down due to the absolute Other of

other conceptual cultures who have other sets of Symbolic Orders and ideas, concepts, ideologies, religious, and Laws, etc.

we are now in the predicament of mutating and transforming into an Other ourselves all across the globe. There is no safe

haven, no place to hide or defend oneself against oneself. In this sense we’ve all – everyone on the planet – become as

Ligotti states it, in “essence, uncanny monstrosities from another world”. (CHR, 92) The world of the hidden and unrevealed

– : a realm at once of visible darkness and translucent majesty at the far reaches of our imaginative need; a

realm of sound and music, vibratory and infernal chords, erotic weavings and terror hollowed spasms, wherein the

elemental daemons and energetic forces, light up the galleons of unbidden mysteries and allure us toward insidious

obscurity.

Enjoy the Ride: The Sickness of Our Age

Death as commodity. Police videos have skyrocketed. In America the new spectator sport has become channeling the latest

death scene from the ongoing mediatrance police shootings across the USA. This grotesquerie which seems to be mobilized

as the aestheticized visualization of police brutality, along with the veritable aftermath which comes with it of reactionary

pogroms of Black Lives Matter’s activists on the streets to counter it in protest and political activism spawn even greater

violence and death. All captured on the latest iPad, iPhone, or other media device and blipped nonstop to any of a number of

media outlets online for a continuous feedback frenzy.

The key here is to watch how the very protests against police brutality (i.e., Ferguson, Black Lives Matter’s, etc.) seem to be

reinforcing and escalating police violence, causing within police departments across the nation in-house paranoia, fear,

horror and anxiety to the point that overreaction under duress and performance produces the very acts of violence that

Comic fatalism therefore relates to nihilistic fatalism as active nihilism relates to passive nihilism in Nietzsche. Comic fatalism

recoils back upon itself and thus turns the apocalypse into a category of comedy.

No one knows this better than the entertainers among us, those sublimating masters of artifice who could not forge their “great

works” without the screams and sobs arising out of the pit where tremulous shadows run from themselves. 

the unhuman



protestors intended should be curtailed or stopped altogether; else police departments that usually patrol poorer

neighborhoods have gone minimal, and citizens are crying for more protection. Where is the sanity in this? Of course there

is none. Our society is insane. Of course we gured this out long ago, but most of us decided to just sleep it out till it passed.

But with climate change, i y leaders, austerity, Brexit, wars and rumors of wars, racism, gender issues… one could go on…

one realizes there is no escape from it. We are part of it… riding on a non-stop without a port to end our

madness, moving toward doom without hope or reprieve in site.

Academics will theorize till their blue in the face, as usual. One wonders if someone can actually decide whether the

apocalypse has already happened, and if this is just the fallout that we are unwilling as yet to accept. Responsibility? Who

would willingly respond to madness? Me? I’m reminded of Thomas Ligotti’s thoughts in his

 (and here I let him have the final word):

Answer:

(CHR, 111)

Enjoy the ride!
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 Conspiracy against the Human

Race

 Now you go insane. Now our species goes extinct in great epidemics of madness, because now we know that behind the

scenes of life there is something pernicious that makes a nightmare of our world. Now we know that we are uncanny paradoxes. We

know that nature has veered into the supernatural by fabricating a creature that cannot and should not exist by natural law, and

yet does.
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ARRAN JAMES - FORECLOSURE/WITHDRAWAL?

AUSTIN OSMAN SPARE - A BRITISH OUTSIDER ARTIST AND THE GRANDFATHER OF CHAOS MAGICK

THE BLACK BLOC WHICH WAS NOT/ COMMENTS ON THE HAMBURG G20

BENJAMIN NOYS - THE SUBVERSIVE IMAGE (PART 1)

BENJAMIN NOYS - THE SUBVERSIVE IMAGE (PART 2)

BERT OLIVIER - THE HUMANITIES AND THE ADVENT OF THE ‘POSTHUMAN’

CCRU: WRITINGS 1997–2003 / TIME SPIRAL PRESS

CARLOS CASTANEDA - THERE'S NOTHING TO UNDERSTAND

CLAUDIO KULESKO - ULTRALEOPARDI

DAVID R. COLE - BLACK SUN: THE SINGULARITY AT THE HEART OF THE ANTHROPOCENE

DAVID RODEN - BALLARD’S COLLISION OF TEXT AND THING

DAVID RODEN - DARK POSTHUMANISM: 'THE WEIRD TEMPLATE'

DAVID RODEN - DARK POSTHUMANISM I: SUMMER'S ICE

DAVID RODEN - DISCONNECTION, UNBINDING AND PRACTICE: POSTHUMANISM AS (MAYBE NOT) NON-PHILOSOPHY
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DAVID RODEN - HUMANISM, TRANSHUMANISM AND POSTHUMANISM

DAVID RODEN - EXO SCARS

DAVID RODEN - INSURGENT TIME AND TECHNO-EROTICS

DAVID RODEN - MANIFESTO OF SPECULATIVE POSTHUMANISM

DAVID RODEN - NECROCONCEPTUALITY IN GARY SHIPLEY’S WAREWOLFF

DAVID RODEN - PHILOSOPHICAL CATASTROPHISM: POSTHUMANISM AS SPECULATIVE AESTHETICS

DAVID RODEN - POSTHUMAN HYPERPLASTICITY: SMEARING OMOHUNDRO'S BASIC AI DRIVES

DERRIDA AND LARUELLE IN CONVERSATION

DERRIDA ON GILLES DELEUZE - I’LL HAVE TO WANDER ALL ALONE

DOMINIC FOX - STRUCTURE AND SYSTEM IN BADIOU AND LARUELLE

IAN BUCHANAN - ASSEMBLAGE THEORY, OR, THE FUTURE OF AN ILLUSION (PART 1)

IAN BUCHANAN - ASSEMBLAGE THEORY, OR, THE FUTURE OF AN ILLUSION (PART 2)

FRANCO "BIFO" BERARDI - THE PRECARIOUS SOUL (PART 1)

FRANCO "BIFO" BERARDI - THE PRECARIOUS SOUL (PART 2)

FRANÇOIS LARUELLE - DECONSTRUCTION AND NON-PHILOSOPHY

FRANÇOIS LARUELLE - ON THE BLACK UNIVERSE: 'IN THE HUMAN FOUNDATIONS OF COLOR'

FRANÇOIS LARUELLE - THE TRANSCENDENTAL COMPUTER: A NON-PHILOSOPHICAL UTOPIA

FRANÇOIS LARUELLE- (NON-PHILOSOPHICAL) CHORA

FRANÇOIS LARUELLE - DESIRE (NON-DESIRING (OF) SELF)

FRANÇOIS LARUELLE - THE FAILURE OF THE EXPLANATIONS OF FAILURE: DESERTION AND RESENTMENT
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FRANÇOIS LARUELLE - BETWEEN PHILOSOPHY AND NON-PHILOSOPHY

FELIX GUATTARI - IN FLUX

FELIX GUATTARI - DESIRE IS POWER, POWER IS DESIRE

FELIX GUATTARI - EVERYBODY WANTS TO BE A FASCIST (PART1)

FELIX GUATTARI - EVERYBODY WANTS TO BE A FASCIST (PART2)

FELIX GUATTARI - EVERYBODY WANTS TO BE A FASCIST (PART3)

FELIX GUATTARI - EVERYBODY WANTS TO BE A FASCIST (PART4)

FELIX GUATTARI - EVERYBODY WANTS TO BE A FASCIST (DISCUSSION)

FELIX GUATTARI - 'SO WHAT'

GREY HAT ACCELERATIONISM – AN EMERGENT HYPERSTITION? PART 1.

WHAT IS MATRIX

MCKENZIE WARK - ANIMAL SPIRITS

MCKENZIE WARK - A HACKER MANIFESTO (CLASS)

MCKENZIE WARK - A HACKER MANIFESTO (EDUCATION)

MCKENZIE WARK - A HACKER MANIFESTO (HACKING)

MCKENZIE WARK- A HACKER MANIFESTO (INFORMATION)

MCKENZIE WARK - A HACKER MANIFESTO (PRODUCTION)

MCKENZIE WARK - A HACKER MANIFESTO (REPRESENTATION)

MCKENZIE WARK - BLACK ACCELERATIONISM

MCKENZIE WARK - CHTHULUCENE, CAPITALOCENE, ANTHROPOCENE
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MCKENZIE WARK - COGNITIVE CAPITALISM

MCKENZIE WARK - FRANCO ‘BIFO’ BERARDI

MCKENZIE WARK - FROM OOO TO P(OO)

MCKENZIE WARK - ERIK OLIN WRIGHT AND CLASS TODAY

MCKENZIE WARK - MOLECULAR RED IN NINE MINUTES

MCKENZIE WARK - LAZZARATO AND PASOLINI

MCKENZIE WARK - SPINOZA ON SPEED

MCKENZIE WARK - ON WENDY BROWN

MCKENZIE WARK - OTAKU PHILOSOPHY (ON HIROKI AZUMA)

MCKENZIE WARK - THE SPECTACLE OF DISINTEGRATION

MCKENZIE WARK - THE CAPITALOCENE (ON JASON MOORE)

MARK FISHER - APPROACHING THE EERIE

MARK FISHER - WRITING MACHINES

MARK FISHER - D/G/CASTANEDA BY MARK FISHER

MARK FISHER - THE WEIRD AND THE EERIE (INTRODUCTION)

MARK FISHER - LEFT HYPERSTITION 1: THE FICTIONS OF CAPITAL

MARK FISHER - LEFT HYPERSTITION 2: BE UNREALISTIC, CHANGE WHAT'S POSSIBLE

MARK FISHER - REALITY ITSELF IS BECOMING PARANOIAC

MAX.ERNST - RE (M) O THE R

MAX.ERNST - REMOTHERING 2 / BIG MOTHER (RENAISSANCE)
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MICHAEL JAMES - THE OPPORTUNITY OF NIHILISM

MICHAEL JAMES - THE POEMEMENON: FORM AS OCCULT TECHNOLOGY | AMY IRELAND

SPECULATING FREEDOM: ADDICTION, CONTROL AND RESCRIPTIVE SUBJECTIVITY IN THE WORK OF WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS

YVETTE GRANATA - THE REPETITION OF GENERIC GNOSTIC MATRICES

YVETTE GRANATA - SUPERFICIE D E S CONTINENTS

WANG AND RAJ - DEEP LEARNING

INTERVIEW WITH WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS

WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS, LAUGHTER AND THE AVANT-GARDE

WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS - LAST WORDS

WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS- CUTTING UP POLITICS (PART 1)

WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS - CUTTING UP POLITICS (PART 2)

BURROUGHS'S WRITING MACHINES

WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS - FOLD-INS

NEW WORLD ORDURE: BURROUGHS, GLOBALIZATION AND THE GROTESQUE

NOTHING HEAR NOW BUT THE RECORDINGS : BURROUGHS’S ‘DOUBLE RESONANCE’

RON ROBERTS - THE HIGH PRIEST AND THE GREAT BEAST AT 'THE PLACE OF DEAD ROADS'

SLAVOJ ŽIŽEK - 'IS THERE A POST-HUMAN GOD?'

SLAVOJ ŽIŽEK - WELCOME TO THE DESERT OF 'POST-IDEOLOGY'

JACQUES RANCIERE - DISAGREEMENT (POLITICS AND PHILOSOPHY)

JACQUES RANCIÈRE - POLITICS AND AESTHETICS
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JACQUES RANCIERE - AN INTELLECTUAL ADVENTURE (PART 1)

JACQUES RANCIÈRE - AN INTELLECTUAL ADVENTURE (PART 2)

JACQUES RANCIÈRE - OF BRAINS AND LEAVES,

JACQUES RANCIÈRE - A WILL SERVED BY AN INTELLIGENCE

J.G. BALLARD - TOWARDS THE SUMMIT

J.G. BALLARD - FICTIONS OF EVERY KIND

J.G. BALLARD - RUSHING TO PARADISE

J.G. BALLARD - WHY I WANT TO FUCK RONALD REAGAN

J.G.BALLARD - THE ASSASSINATION OF JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY CONSIDERED AS A DOWNHILL MOTOR RACE

J.G.BALLARD - UP!

J.G.BALLARD - INTO THE DROP ZONE (HIGH RISE) - PART 9

J.G.BALLARD - THE VERTICAL CITY

J.G. BALLARD - THE EVENING'S ENTERTAINMENT

J.G.BALLARD - DANGER IN THE STREETS OF THE SKY

J.G.BALLARD - CRASH (CHAPTER 1)

J.G. BALLARD - CRASH (CHAPTER2)

J.G.BALLARD - CRASH ( CHAPTER 6)

J.G.BALLARD - CRASH (CHAPTER 15)

J.G.BALLARD - CRASH (CHAPTER 23)

J. G. BALLARD - CRASH (CHAPTER 2 4.)
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JEAN BAUDRILLARD - FOR WHOM DOES THE KNELL OF POLITICS TOLL?

JEAN BAUDRILLARD - ECSTASY OF THE SOCIAL

JEAN BAUDRILLARD - VIRTUALITY AND EVENTS

JEAN BAUDRILLARD - THE EASIEST SOLUTIONS

JEAN BAUDRILLARD - THE MENTAL DIASPORA OF THE NETWORKS

JEAN BAUDRILLARD - THE INTELLIGENCE OF EVIL

JASON MOORE - METABOLISMS, MARXISMS, & OTHER MINDFIELDS

JOSHUA CARSWELL - EVALUATING DELEUZE’S “THE IMAGE OF THOUGHT” (1968) AS A PRECURSOR OF HYPERSTITION // PART 1

JOSHUA CARSWELL - EVALUATING DELEUZE’S “THE IMAGE OF THOUGHT” (1968) AS A PRECURSOR OF HYPERSTITION // PART 2

JOSE ROSALES - ON THE END OF HISTORY & THE DEATH OF DESIRE (NOTES ON TIME AND NEGATIVITY IN BATAILLE’S ‘LETTRE Á X.’)

JOSE ROSALES - BERGSONIAN SCIENCE-FICTION: KODWO ESHUN, GILLES DELEUZE, & THINKING THE REALITY OF TIME

JOSE ROSALES - WHAT IS IT TO LIVE AND THINK LIKE GILLES CHÂTELET?

JOSEPH NECHVATAL - ON THE CHAOS MAGIC ART OF AUSTIN OSMAN SPARE

LACAN - JOUISSANCE

HORVÁTH MÁRK AND LOVÁSZ ÁDÁM - THE EMERGENCE OF ABSTRACTION: DIGITAL ANTI-AESTHETICS

MARSHALL MCLUHAN - LES LIAISONS DANGEREUSES

MARSHALL MCLUHAN - MONEY (THE POOR MAN'S CREDIT CARD)

MICHEL FOUCAULT - GOVERNMENTALITY (PART 2)

MICHEL FOUCAULT - GOVERNMENTALITY (PART 1)

MICHEL FOUCAULT - PASSION AND DELIRIUM (PART 1)
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MICHEL FOUCAULT - PASSION AND DELIRIUM (PART2)

MICHEL FOUCAULT - THE SUBJECT AND POWER

MICHEL FOUCAULT AND GILLES DELEUZE - INTELLECTUALS AND POWER

GUY DEBORD - SEPARATION PERFECTED

GUY DEBORD - TOWARDS A SITUATIONIST INTERNATIONAL

GUY DEBORD - SOCIETY OF THE SPECTALE

GUY DEBORD -REVOLUTION AND COUNTERREVOLUTION IN MODERN CULTURE

GEORGES BATAILLE - EYE

GEORGES BATAILLE - POPULAR FRONT IN THE STREET

GEORGES BATTAILE - SACRIFICES

GEORGES BATAILLE - THE SORCERER'S APPRENTICE

GEORGES BATAILLE - THE SACRED CONSPIRACY

GEORGES BATAILLE - THE PINEAL EYE

GEORGES BATAILLE - THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF FASCISM

GEORGES BATAILLE - THE LABYRINTH

GEORGES BATAILLE - NIETZSCHE AND THE FASCISTS

GEORGES BATTAILLE - NIETZSCHEAN CHRONICLE

GILLES DELEUZE - ON SPINOZA (PART 1)

GILLES DELEUZE - ON SPINOZA (PART 2)

GILLES DELEUZE - ON SPINOZA (PART 3)
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GILLES DELEUZE - ON SPINOZA (PART 4)

GILLES DELEUZE - ON SPINOZA (PART 5)

GILLES DELEUZE - ON SPINOZA (PART 6)

GILLES DELEUZE - ON SPINOZA (PART 7)

GILLES DELEUZE - ON SPINOZA (PART 8)

GILLES DELEUZE - ON SPINOZA (PART 9)

GILLES DELEUZE - CAPITALISM, FLOWS, THE DECODING OF FLOWS, CAPITALISM AND SCHIZOPHRENIA, PSYCHOANALYSIS, SPINOZA.

GILLES DELEUZE -DIONYSUS AND CHRIST

GILLES DELEUZE - DIONYSUS AND ZARATHUSTRA

GILLES DELEUZE - REPETITION AND DIFFERENCE (PART 1)

GILLES DELEUZE - REPETITION AND DIFFERENCE (PART 2)

GILLES DELEUZE - D AS IN DESIRE

GILLES DELEUZE - A PORTRAIT OF FOUCAULT

GILLES DELEUZE - THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE WILL

GILLES DELEUZE - CHARACTERISTICS OF RESSENTIMENT

GILLES DELEUZE - IS HE GOOD ? IS HE EVIL

GILLES DELEUZE - THE DICETHROW

GILLES DELEUZE - POSTSCRIPT ON THE SOCIETIES OF CONTROL

GILLES DELEUZE - THE TYPES OF SIGNS

GILLES DELEUZE AND FELIX GUATTARI - THE IMPERIALISM OF OEDIPUS
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DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - FROM CHAOS TO THE BRAIN

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - THE PLANE OF IMMANENCE (PART 1)

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - THE PLANE OF IMMANENCE (PART 2)

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - THE WAR MACHINE IS EXTERIOR TO THE STATE APPARATUS

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - IMMANENCE AND DESIRE

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - THE BODY WITHOUT ORGANS

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - YEAR ZERO: FACIALITY

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - DESIRING-PRODUCTION

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - HOW DO YOU MAKE YOURSELF A 'BODY WITHOUT ORGANS'?

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - MEMORIES OF A SORCERER

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - MEMORIES OF A HAECCEITY

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - MEMORIES AND BECOMINGS, POINTS AND BLOCKS

DELEUZE AND GUATTARI - FEAR, CLARITY, POWER AND DEATH

DELEUZE IN CONVERSATION WITH NEGRI

EDMUND BERGER - DELEUZE, GUATTARI AND MARKET ANARCHISM

EDMUND BERGER - GRUNGY “ACCELERATIONISM”

EDMUND BERGER - ACCELERATION NOW (OR HOW WE CAN STOP FEARING AND LEARN TO LOVE CHAOS)

EDMUND BERGER - COMPENSATION AND ESCAPE

JASNA KOTESKA - KAFKA, HUMORIST (PART 1)

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM: THE STRONG OF THE FUTURE
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OBSOLETE CAPITALISM - THE STRONG OF THE FUTURE. NIETZSCHE’S ACCELERATIONIST FRAGMENT IN DELEUZE AND GUATTARI’S ANTI-OEDIPUS

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM - ACCELERATION, REVOLUTION AND MONEY IN DELEUZE AND GUATTARI'S ANTI-OEDIPUS (PART 1)

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM - ACCELERATION, REVOLUTION AND MONEY IN DELEUZE AND GUATTARI'S ANTI-OEDIPUS (PART 2)

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM: ACCELERATION, REVOLUTION AND MONEY IN DELEUZE AND GUATTARI'S ANTI-OEDIPUS (PART 3)

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM - ACCELERATION, REVOLUTION AND MONEY IN DELEUZE AND GUATTARI'S ANTI-OEDIPUS (PART 4)

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM: ACCELERATION, REVOLUTION AND MONEY IN DELEUZE AND GUATTARI'S ANTI-OEDIPUS (PART 5)

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM - DELEUZE AND THE ALGORITHM OF THE REVOLUTION

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM - DROMOLOGY, BOLIDISM AND MARXIST ACCELERATIONISM (PART 1)

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM - DROMOLOGY, BOLIDISM AND MARXIST ACCELERATIONISM (PART 2)

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM - EDMUND BERGER: UNDERGROUND STREAMS (PART 1)

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM - EDMUND BERGER: UNDERGROUND STREAMS (PART 2)

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM - EMILIA MARRA: COMMIT MOOSBRUGGER FOR TRIAL

OBSOLETE CAPITALISM - MCKENZIE WARK - BLACK ACCELERATIONISM

OCCULT XENOSYSTEMS

QUENTIN MEILLASSOUX AND FLORIAN HECKER TALK HYPERCHAOS: SPECULATIVE SOLUTION

RAY BRASSIER INTERVIEWED BY RICHARD MARSHALL: NIHIL UNBOUND: ENLIGHTENMENT AND EXTINCTION

RICK MCGRATH - RECONSTRUCTING HIGH-RISE

ROBERT CRAIG BAUM - NON-NORMAL LIVING AT THE ROSS SCHOOL

ROBERT CRAIG BAUM - ARRIVALS (PART 1)

ROBERT CRAIG BAUM - DELAYS (PART 2)
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ROBERT CRAIG BAUM - DELAYS (PART 3)

ROBERT CRAIG BAUM - DEPARTURES (PART 4)

ROBERT CRAIG BAUM - THE LAST GOD (PART 5)

SEAN KOHINGARARA STURM - NOO POLITICS

SEAN KOHINGARARA STURM - NOO POLITICS 2

SIMON REYNOLDS - ENERGY FLASH

STEPHEN ZEPKE - “THIS WORLD OF WILD PRODUCTION AND EXPLOSIVE DESIRE” – THE UNCONSCIOUS AND THE FUTURE IN FELIX GUATTARI

STEPHEN CRAIG HICKMAN - A RANT...

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - CHILDREN OF THE MACHINE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - CORPORATISM: THE SOFT FASCISM OF AMERICA

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - IS AMERICA DESIRING FASCISM?

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - PAUL VIRILIO: THE RHYTHM OF TIME AND PANIC

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - KURT GÖDEL, NUMBER THEORY, NICK LAND AND OUR PROGRAMMATIC FUTURE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - SPECULATIVE POSTHUMANISM: R. SCOTT BAKKER, MARK FISHER AND DAVID RODEN

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - TECHNO-SORCERY: SCIENCE, CAPITAL, AND ABSTRACTION

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - DELEUZE & GUATTARI: ABSTRACT MACHINES & CHAOS THEORY

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - JFK: THE NATIONAL SECURITY STATE AND THE DEATH OF A PRESIDENT

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - AGAINST PROGRESSIVE CULTURAL DICTATORSHIP

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE GREAT SEA CHANGE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE DAEMONIC IMAGINAL: ECSTASY AND HORROR OF THE NOUMENON
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STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS: DRUGS, LANGUAGE, AND CONTROL

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - WILLIAM BURROUGHS: PARANOIA AS LIBERATION THANATOLOGY

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE MUTANT PROPHET OF INHUMAN ACCELERATIONISM: NICK LAND AND HIS LEGACY

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - NICK LAND: ON TIME – TELEOPLEXY & TEMPLEXITY

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - PHILIP K. DICK & NICK LAND: ESCAPE TO THE FUTURE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - PHILIP K. DICK: IT’S ALIVE! – IT CAME HERE FROM THE FUTURE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - FANTASTIC WORLDS: FROM THE SURREAL TO THE TRANSREAL

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - DAVID RODEN: ALIENS UNDER THE SKIN

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - DAVID RODEN AND THE POSTHUMAN DILEMMA: ANTI-ESSENTIALISM AND THE QUESTION OF HUMANITY

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - DAVID RODEN ON POSTHUMAN LIFE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - DAVID RODEN’S: SPECULATIVE POSTHUMANISM & THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY (PART 2)

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - CCRU : THE HYPERSTITIONAL BEAST EMERGES FROM ITS CAVE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - SACRED VIOLENCE: THE HYPERSTITIONAL ORDER OF CAPITALISM

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE APOCALYPSE HAPPENED YESTERDAY

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE INTELLIGENCE OF CAPITAL: THE COLLAPSE OF POLITICS IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - NICK LAND: TIME-TRAVEL, AKASHIC RECORDS, AND TEMPLEXITY

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE HOLOGRAPHIC UNIVERSE: BLACK HOLES, INFORMATION, AND THE MATHEMATICS

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE MACHINIC UNCONSCIOUS: ENSLAVEMENT AND AUTOMATION

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE CARNIVAL OF GLOBALISATION: HYPERSTITION, SURVEILLANCE, AND THE EMPIRE OF REASON

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - GUN CRAZY NATION: VIOLENCE, CRIME, AND SOCIOPATHY
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STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - SHAVIRO ON THE NEOLIBERAL STRATEGY: TRANSGRESSION AND ACCELERATIONIST AESTHETICS

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - LA SORCIÈRE: JULES MICHELET AND THE LITERATURE OF EVIL

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE CONSUMERTARIAT: INFOPOCALYPSE AND THE PATHOLOGIES OF INFORMATION

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE NEXT STAGE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - WHY AM I WRITING COUNTRY NOIR?

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - DELEUZE & GUATTARI ON THE EMPIRE OF CAPITAL: THE DOG THAT WANTS TO DIE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - DELEUZE & GUATTARI: THE ETERNAL RETURN OF ACCELERATING CAPITAL

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - DELEUZE & GUATTARI: THE SUBTERRANEAN FORCES OF SOCIAL PRODUCTION

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE BETRAYAL OF LEADERS: READING THE INTERVIEWS WITH DELEUZE AND GUATTARI

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - J.G. BALLARD: SLEEPLESSNESS AND CHRONOTOPIA

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - AMERICAN ATROCITY: THE STYLIZATION OF VIOLENCE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - LEMURIAN TIME SORCERY: CCRU AND THE REALITY STUDIO

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - HYPERSTITION: THE APOCALYPSE OF INTELLIGENCE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - THE NEOLIBERAL VISION: THE GREAT ESCAPE ARTIST

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - BATAILLE’S GIFT: WEALTH, TOXICITY, AND APOCALYPSE
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STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - J.G. BALLARD: THE CARNIVAL OF TIME

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - J.G. BALLARD: THE FRAGILE WORLD

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - J.G. BALLARD: THE CALCULUS OF DESIRE AND HOPE

STEVEN CRAIG HICKMAN - BALLARD’S WORLD: REACTIVATION NOT REACTION
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